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people were becoming conscious of it, though they did not
yet openly acknowledge the fact.
But the speed and the completeness of the socialist
collapse in districts where the system had been long and
firmly established are not entirely accounted for by the
causes so far mentioned. There was, besides, the military
character of the fascist offensive which secured it pre-
dominance from the start. This gave the struggle a character
for which its opponents, more powerful though they were in
some respects, were quite unprepared. The fascists adopted
at once and carried on with increasingly devastating effect
the technique of mobile warfare. In the first place an
expedition against a particular locality was hardly ever
carried out by the local fascists, who would be few, isolated
and exposed to reprisals. The lorries came from the nearest
big centre and were filled with people entirely unknown in
the district. If the c reds ' were strong and it was feared that
there were still too many arms about, even after searches
carried out by the sympathetic police, sufficient armed
forces were collected to crush any possible defence. The
offices of the various organizations wbre destroyed, town
councils driven out of office, leaders killed or driven into
exile, after which the local fasdo, previously almost non-
existent, would be swelled by the adhesion of reactionaries
of all complexions and of those who, lately afraid of the
socialists, were now afraid of the fascists. To conquer the
great centres they mobilized the forces of the provinces and
if necessary those of adjoining provinces. Later the scope
of the offensive widened, expeditions went from province to
province and region to region, and the fascist army, obtain-
ing more recruits after each * occupation', and gaining in
strength and mobility, stormed the enemy strongholds one
by one.
i      In this way districts, provinces, and groups of provinces
j united for common action, with a permanent exchange of
resources and almost automatic co-operation at the first
\ call from any one which was threatened, or if an attack was
to be made on an important centre.   More and more we
find cases of pairs or trios offasci regularly acting together :
Trieste  and Fiume;   Bologna and  Modena ;   Bologna,

